Respiratory compliance in infants--a preliminary evaluation of the multiple interrupter technique.
Measurements of total respiratory system compliance (Crs) using the multiple occlusion technique (MOT) in spontaneously breathing infants can be difficult to interpret in the presence of an unstable end-expiratory level. Similarly, measurements using the passive flow volume technique (PFV) are invalidated if there is alinearity of the expiratory time constant (Trs), irrespective of respiratory effort. For possibly overcoming these problems, we assessed the feasibility of a technique using multiple interruptions of of a single expiration (MIT), obtaining several pairs of volume-pressure data, from one expiration, which relate to a single end-expiratory level. Crs was measured in 16 infants aged 0.5 to 20 months using the MOT, MIT, and PFV technique. The MOT and the MIT each failed in one (different) infant, both succeeding where the other failed. The PFV technique failed in five infants in whom no acceptable plateau of airway pressure during occlusion and no Trs could be obtained from a single breath. Failure to obtain a linear Trs was accompanied by failure of the MIT in only one infant. Individual differences between the MIT and the MOT were less than 9%. However, the PFV measurements varied from -16.3% and +25.7% of the values from MIT or MOT. The greatest differences between Crs values coincided with the greatest differences between volume intercepts of the extrapolated volume-pressure (MOT, MIT) and flow-volume (PFV) data. From this preliminary study, the MIT proved as successful as the MOT, requiring fewer occluded breaths to measure Crs. In infants with a rapid respiratory rate, the data from several expirations can be merged and analyzed as for the MOT.